'Ex Vratislavia ad Neoburgiam5:
a tale of three Fischers
MICHAEL ROBERTSON
This article is a result of the recent acquisition by the
title pages are reproduced in Example 1. At the time
British Library of a set of manuscripts containing,
of writing, the manuscripts have not yet been assigned
amongst other items, two seventeenth-century
a shelfmark. It appears that neither suite exists in any
consort suites that are clearly of German origin.1
other copies. The main purpose of this article is to
Both are attributed to Johann Fischer. The first suite
document these two 'new' suites, and I will argue that
(hereafter referred to as BL 1690) is entitled 'Partei a.
the Johann Fischer of the title pages is a little-known
4: ... La franceise | Mis En Musique | Author: Johan musician, apparently based in Vratislavia (now
Fischer:' and is dated 'Anno 1690 | Der 4 Augusti'.
Wroclaw in Poland, and sometimes known previously
The second suite, 'Partei a. 4 ... Author | Jeann
by the German name of Breslau). But there has also
Fischer' (hereafter referred to as BL 1691), is dated
been some confusion over the identity and work of
'Anno 1691 | Der 19 October'. Both suites are
the two better-known Fischers and, as part of the
preserved as sets of parts: there is no score.2 The parts
discussion of BL 1690 and 1691, I shall take the
of BL 1690 are all written in the same hand, and the
opportunity to try and bring some clarity to this
same copyist appears to be responsible for at least part
situation.
of BL 1691. In addition, it is clear that the 1691 title
The name 'Johann Fischer' was common in the
page is written in a way that closely resembles that of
German-speaking lands at the end of the seventeenth
BL 1690. Both manuscripts have seemingly been
century. At least three composers with the name
part of the same library collection: the archive
Fischer were working in the area during the 1690s:
numbers written on each title page are in the same
the Vratislavia Fischer mentioned above, Johann
hand, and the same monogram, perhaps Th | Et,
Caspar Ferdinand Fischer and the Augsburg-born
also appears at the head of each manuscript. The two
Johann Fischer. Robert Eitner lists the latter as
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Example la:
J. Fischer, 'Partei a. 4:... Lafranceise| Mis En Musique | Author: Johan
Fischer:' (GB-Lbl)
Reproduced by courtesy of the British Library Board.

Example Ib:
J. Fischer, 'Partei a. 4:... Author | Jeann Fischer' (GB-Lbt).
Reproduced by courtesy of the British Library Board.
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'Johann Fischer III' and, as this enumeration has
become commonplace, I shall use 'Fischer III' for the
remainder of this article.3 What then, are the
backgrounds to die work of these three composers?
According to title page of his 1695 suite collection Le
journal du printems, ]. C. F. Fischer was 'Maistre de
Chapelle' at the court of Ludwig Wilhelm, Margrave
of Baden.4 It appears that he stayed in this post until
1705. Before this, in the early part of the 1690s, or
possibly from 1689, he had been Kapellmeister at the
court of Duke Julius Franz in Schlackenwerth.5 J. C.
F. Fischer visited Prague, but this seems to have been
well before taking up his duties at Schlackenwerth.
His output of consort suites appears to have been
small (he was more prolific in the fields of keyboard
and sacred music): all that survives is the 1695
printed collection Lejournal du printems.
During the same period, from 1690 to 1697,
Fischer III worked at the court of Duke Friedrich
Casimir of Kurland in Mitau (now Jelgava, Latvia).
According to Gwilym Beechy, this was as a violinist,
but there is evidence to suggest that he was more than
this.6 In a manuscript sequence of dance movements
for recorder and bass, he is described as being 'Jean
Fischer sy Devant Maitre de Chapelle de S. A. S.
Monseigneur le Due de Courlande', and the title page
of Fischer's Musicalisch Divertisessment (Dresden,
1699-1700) similarly describes the composer as being
'the former Capellmeister of the Churland court'
(gewesener | Fiirstl. Churlandischer Capellmeister').7
However, it seems that Beechy is right in saying that
for 'the first ten years of the eigtheenth century he was
constantly moving around Europe'.8 Fischer did hold
the position of Kapellmeister at the Schwerin court of
Duke Friedrich Wilhelm Mecklenburg between 1701
and 1703, and he later held the same post at the court
of Margrave Philipp Wilhelm of BrandenburgSchwedt. His surviving output of consort suites is
somewhat larger than J. C. F. Fischer's single
collection. In addition to three manuscript suites in
the university library at Uppsala, Fischer issued three
printed editions of consort music: Neuverfertigfes
musicalisches Divertissement (Augsburg, 1700), TafelMusik IBestehend In Verschiedenen Ouverturen,
Chaconnen, lustigen (Hamburg, 1702) and Musicalische
Fiirsten-Lust (Liibeck, 1706).9 However, this list is
not quite as it seems: Musicalische Fursten-Lust was no
more than a reissue of Tafel-Musik from four years
earlier, possibly without the composer's knowledge.
Earlier in his career, during the 1660s, Fischer
III spent time in Paris where it appears that he worked
for five years as one of Lully's copyists. It is clear that
he greatly benefited from this time: his playing of the
violin specifically in the French manner was highly
praised when he applied to join the Ansbach
Hofkapelle in 1683." Fischer III was not alone in
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visiting Paris: French musicians worked at German
courts, and German court musicians went to Paris to
gain first-hand experience of Lully's music. Georg
Muffat proudly proclaimed that:
For six years, along with other music studies, I avidly
pursued this style which was flowering in Paris at that
time under the most famous Jean-Baptiste Lully. I was
perhaps the first to introduce this style, not unpleasantly,
to many celebrated musicians when I returned from
France to Alsace."

Muffat's claim to have introduced the Lullian
style 'to many celebrated musicians' is perhaps open
to question, but there is no doubt that extracts from
Lully's stage works were widely disseminated in
Germany during the 1680s. Indeed, Jean Sigismund
Cousser, perhaps the most influential of the German
Lullists, was not alone when he referred to the six
suites that make up his Composition de musique as 'Six
Ouvertures de Theatre accompagnees de plusiers
Airs'.12 Thus, the sequence of movements that make
up the first suite in J. C. F. Fischer's Le journal du
printems is typical of the German-Lullist style in its
use of an ouverture followed by a series of seemingly
disconnected dance movements:
Ouverture / Marche / Air des Combattans / Rigaudon /
Menuet / Chaconne.

Like Le journal du printems, Fischer Ill's
Neuverfertigtes
musicalisches Divertissement and
Tafel-Musik are very much in the German-Lullist
manner. However, E. H. Meyer's list of music by
Fischer III includes three suites from the
Liechtenstein collection in Kromen'z that are clearly
not part of this tradition.13
This substantial
collection was assembled in order to serve the sacred
and secular needs of the Kromerfz court of Karl
Liechtenstein-Castelcorno, Bishop of Olomouc.14
The music of Leopold I's imperial court exerted a
strong influence on the contents oFthe collection:
the Kromeriz Kapellmeister, Pavel Vejvanovsky, had
studied in Vienna, and the Bishop maintained
personal contact with both Johann Heinrich
Schmelzer and one of the imperial court organists,
Alessandro Poglietti. It seems that a great deal of
material was drawn into the collection during the
last three decades of the seventeenth century, only
ceasing when the bishop died in 1695. Vejvanovsky
himself appears to have been responsible for much
of the copying. Fortunately, a good deal of the
collection has survived, and its history has been well
documented, especially in its most recent
catalogue.15 It has also become far more accessible in
recent years.

In fact, Meyer is incorrect: there are not just
three, but six suites attributed to Johann Fischer in
the Liechtenstein collection, and Table 1 gives details.
A note at the foot of the title page to manuscript A
780 reads:
On the way from Vratislavia to Neoburg with the bishop
of Vratislavia, [this suite was] composed at N's house by
the author in a state of melancholy and searching for
solace.
(Composite in Melancholia Authoris, apud N: Solatium
qucerentis, ex Vratislavia ad Neoburgiam Epum
Vratislaviensem petgentis.)

This note is significant for two reasons.
Firstly, the use of an initial instead of a name suggests
that 'N' was known to Vejvanovsky, the copyist of the
manuscript.16 So it seems that both copyist and
composer had, at the very least, a friend in common,

and were probably known to each other. Secondly,
despite Fischer Ill's constant travelling, there is no
record of him ever having visited Vratislavia. In any
case, the Kromeriz suites by Johann Fischer are all
included in the 1695 inventory of the collection, and
cannot be later than that date. As Fischer III was in
Mitau for most of the 1690s and did not start his
travelling until the 1700s, he must be ruled out as the
composer of the Kromeriz suites. Likewise, there is no
evidence that J. C. F. Fischer visited the area at this
time, or had any connection with Vratislavia. Thus
the Kromenz suites must be by another Johann
Fischer. But even though later writers have mostly
avoided Meyer's error, there is still confusion over the
authorship of the Kromeriz suites, particularly in the
RISM A/II database.17 Jiff Sehnal and Jitfenka
Peskova identify a Johann Fischer as a musician in the
town of Vratislavia, and the supposition that this is
the composer of the Kromenz suites is strengthened

Table i:
Suites by Johann Fischer in the Liechtenstein collection (CZ-KRa).
Title
Ballettse a 4 |
Violino | 2
Violas | e | Viola

Shelf-mark

A 776

Instrumentation
Violino (in scordatura tuning) /
Viola l a / Viola 2 d a /
Basso

Movements
Allamanda / Menuett /
Lemasme / Boure /
Menuett

Balletti a 4
Violino | 2:
Viola; | e | Viola
| Aut: Joanne Fischer

A 777

Violino (in scordatura tuning) /
Viola I™/ Viola 2*. 1 Violone

Allamanda / Gavotte /
Menuett / Boure / Menuett

Ballettse a 4:

A 778

Violino (in scordatura tuning) /
Viola I ™ / Viola 2" /
Violone

Sonatina / Balletto / Minuet /
Gavotte / Boure / Minuet /
Minuet

Balettas a 4. |
Composite in
Melancholia Authoris ...
Johann Fischer.

A 780

Violino Piculo (in scordatura
tuning) /Viola l m a / Viola
Secunda / Cimbalo

Sonatina / Allemanda /
Menuett / Menuett / Boure /
Sarabande

Balletti ad
duos Choros: |
Authore D:
Joanne Fischer

A781

Choro 1 mo: Violino l mo /
Viola I™/ Viola 2 da / Violon
Chori2di: Violino l m o /
Viola l m a / Viola 2da / Violone
Bassus Continuus

Intrada / Balletto / Guige /
Sarab / Balletto / Minuett

A 782
Ballet£ea4. |2
Viol: / Viola di Brazzio, |
Con Basso Violone. |
Authore Sigre | Fischer

Violino Primo (in scordatura
tuning) / Violino Secundo
(in scordatura tuning)
/ Viola di Brazzio / Violone

Allemanda / Couranda /
Ballet / Minuet / Ballet /
Sarabanda / Bour / Gigue

Notes:
A 776 & 778 do not contain Fischer's name on their title pages, but Fischer is given as the author in the 1695 inventory. Movement titles and instrument
names are given in their original spellings.
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requiring scordatura tunings'.20 The evidence does not
appear to support this: scordatura tuning is not
required in any of Fischer Ill's printed collections of
consort suites. The same applies to two of the three
manuscript consort suites in the university library at
Uppsala, shelfmarks S-Uu Instr.mus. i hs. 15:10 and
15:11. In fact, it seems that there are only two works
by Fischer III that require such tuning: the 1686
sacred collection Himmlischen Seelenlust and the third
S-Uu manuscript suite (Instr. mus. i hs. 15:12), which
has the somewhat whimsical title 'the one-in-three
and three-in-one, or the skillful violiste (Das EinsDrey und Drey Eins oder habile Violiste).21 The latter
can only be described as something of a 'circus piece'.
The same player is expected to play, in turn, two
violins and a viola. Each violin is in a different
scordatura tuning, and the viola part, also in scordatura
tuning, is written out as a transposing instrument in
the treble clef. There are suitable, albeit brief, breaks

by the apparently strong link between Vratislava and
the Liechtenstein court.18 But even if these details are
sparse, one thing is clear: the Fischer suites in the
Liechtenstein collection are mostly of a very high
quality, and their composer was clearly an
accomplished musician.19 Following on from Eitner's
enumeration, I shall hereafter identify him as
'Fischer IV.
As we have seen in Table 1 above, Fischer IV
uses a scordatura violin in five of his six suites in the
Liechtenstein
collection, and the particular
combination of single scordatura violin, two violas
and bass is used in four. However, scordatura writing
in German consort suites was usually found in trios of
two violins and bass, and it seems that this use of
scordatura violin tuning in a four-part instrumental
combination may well be a distinguishing feature of
the work of Fischer IV. But Beechy suggests that it
was Fischer [III] who 'was an important pioneer in
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Example 2:
J. Fischer, 'Das Eins-Drey / und / Drey Eins / oder / Der habile Violiste / gewiesen / Von / Johann Fischern M C' (S-Uu Instr. mus. ihs. 15:12), Sonatina.
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in the music for the player to change instruments.
Example 2 shows how this works in the opening of
the sonatina. The movements of this suite are as
follows:
Sonatina / AUemande / Gique / [untitled] / Air / Menuet
[I] / Menuet [II] / Menuet [III].

Considerable attention has been given to this
piece, and Dagmar Gliixam has suggested certain
'parallels' between it and the suites by Fischer IV in
the Liechtenstein collection.22 This may be true at a
superficial level; both use scordatura tuning, and the
movement sequences are similar. But 'Das Eins-Drey'
is a highly individual work, designed to do nothing
more than show off the virtuosity of the player. As
Example 2 shows, it is the need for the physical breaks
in which the instruments can be changed that often
seems to dictate the phrasing and shape of the music.
Any such concepts are entirely absent from the music
in Fischer IV's Kromefiz suites, and in the end, there
is little that is comparable between them and 'Das
Eins-Drey'.
If we return now to BL 1690 and 1691, both
have recently been ascribed to Fischer III.23 But we
should treat this with great caution. Unfortunately,
the watermarks in both manuscripts are unclear and
often obscured, and I have not so far been able to
make any identification. It is possible that they
originate in southern Germany. As we can see from
Example 1 above, the title page of BL 1690 is marked
'Augustinnius Pratorius: M. J:' and BL 1691 carries
the presumably shortened version, 'A. M. J.'. It is hard
to be certain about the identity of'M. J.' but it could
possibly be Maximilian Joseph of Kirchheim,
Schmiechen and Tiirkenfeld who appears to have
resided in Munich during the 1690s. But this, like
the watermarks, is little more than speculation.
Fortunately, the music itself is individual enough to
make a number of stylistic observations that will help
to identify the composer. Taking the suites in
chronological order, the five instrumental parts that
make up BL 1690 are labelled as follows:
Violino / Viola la / Viola 2da / Basso Continue / Basso
Organo.

The violin part is in scordatura tuning: the top
three strings are tuned to F sharp, C sharp and F sharp.
The bottom string is not used, and the part as a whole
seems technically rather unadventurous; for example,
there is little use of the double-stopping that is such a
feature of some of the Kromefiz suites by Fischer IV.
In addition, Fischer's suites with scordatura violin
tuning are often characterised by what appears to be a
deliberate gap between the tessitura of the violin part

and the rest of the ensemble giving a special quality to
die sound. This characteristic is absent from BL 1690,
but despite this, it is still highly significant that the
suite uses this instrumentation, and Fischer IV's
authorship must be seen as a clear possibility.
However, there is one important aspect of this
suite that initially seems to point in another direction,
and perhaps towards Fischer III or J. C. F. Fischer.
The movement sequence is as follows:
Rondeaux / Ballet / Gyque / Gavott / Menuet / Menuet

At least two of these, the rondeaux and gyque
appear to be deliberate attempts to write in the
Lullian style and, as we have seen, both Fischer III
and J. C. F. Fischer were strongly influenced by Lully's
music. In fact, rondeau movements using a grand
couplet combined with a series of secondary couplets
were widely used by all the German Lullists. For
example, six of the ten movements following the
ouverture in the fourth suite of Cousser's 1682
Composition de musique use the rondeau format.
Throughout the repertoire, this type of movement
tended to inspire high-quality music. There was often
a strong link with the chaconne, and many examples of
this dance are structurally little more than extended
rondeaux.
Clearly, the writer of BL 1690 had knowledge
of such dances. Each phrase of the rondeaux in this
suite starts on the second beat of a triple-time bar,
exactly in the manner of a chaconne. The structure of
the movement is as follows:
Grand couplet (eight bars), tutti
Secondary couplet (four bars), trio
Grand couplet
Secondary couplet (six bars), tutti
Grand couplet.

Again, the use of trio instrumentation for the
first secondary couplet is typical of this type of music
in the French manner. To demonstrate this, Examples
3a and 3b contrast this couplet with the first couplet of
the chaconne from Cousser's 1700 printed collection
La cicala della cetra d'Eunomio. Although there is a
great difference in scale between the two movements,
the similarities are clear, not just in the use of the trio,
but in the musical language in general. The rondeaux
in BL 1690 is a much shorter movement than the
chaconne from La cicala, but it says a great deal for the
quality of the writing in the former that it can stand
comparison with the work of one of the most
important and influential of the German Lullists.
The title page of BL 1690 (shown earlier as
Example la) seems to highlight this French influence
when it calls the suite 'La franceise'. However, we
49

should beware of attaching too much significance to
this: many suites in the 1695 inventory of the
Liechtenstein collection are entitled 'Balletti
Francesi', even when they contain little that is
obviously French. All this seems to set BL 1690 apart
from any of the suites by Fischer IV in Kromenz, but
Fischer IV's authorship of this suite should not be
dismissed simply because it contains movements in
the French manner.
As we have seen, French cultural influence
spread right across the German-speaking lands
during the later part of the seventeenth century:
despite the intense political rivalry between Louis
XIV and Emperor Leopold 1, there is reason to think
that this influence extended to Vienna and the
surrounding regions. Certainly Lully's music was
known at the Kromefiz court by the early 1690s at
the very latest. This is clear from the manuscript
sources of his music that are present in the
Liechtenstein collection.
It has already been
established that the suite in manuscript A 852 in the
collection is not, as the title page states, 'Del S: Ebner

A° 1667 Die: 30: May scriptum Viennse'.24 In fact,
six of the eight movements are extracts from Lully's
L'Hercule amoureux (LWV 17/1-4, 17/7 and 17/11).
But the date on the manuscript may be correct:
L'Hercule amoureux was first performed in 1662. In
addition to A 852, there are two other Lullian
sources in the collection, both of them little known.
Manuscript A 4826 contains five movements from
Le Temple de la Paix (LWV 69) and ten from Achilles
et Polixene (LWV 74). Although A 4826 is
incomplete, it probably served as source for a second
manuscript containing five movements from Le
Temple de la Paix (CZ-KRa A 873).25 Vejvanovsky has
been identified as the copyist of A 873, and he was
surely responsible for A 4826.26 As he died in 1693,
neither manuscript can be later than this date. Thus,
it is reasonable to assume Fischer IV may well have
known Lully's music and, quite possibly, some of the
printed suite collections by the German Lullists.
There is one further feature of BL 1690 that
requires consideration. All the movements of this
suite are linked by the use of head motifs. As we can
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see in Example 4, the same rising bass line is found at
the start of every movement except the gavotte. In
addition, the descending sequence in the first viola
part is common to the start of every movement.
Although it was mostly confined to the suites written
by town musicians, linking movements in this way
was a well-known technique of suite writing during
most of the seventeenth century.27 Its use may not
have been as common in suites emanating from the
Imperial court in Vienna and the surrounding
regions, but it was certainly known there. Fischer IV
used the technique in the allemanck and coumnte of
his suite in manuscript A 782 and again in the
intrada and balletto of his suite for two string choirs in
A 781. However, the restriction of linking material
to the viola and bass parts of BL 1690 is unusual: it
was far more common to use it as part of the melody
line where the links would be obvious to the listener.
If movement linking was rare in the work of the
German Lullists, it may be that the composer of BL
1690 was aware of this and chose to make its
application less obvious. The case for Fischer IV's

authorship of this suite is a strong one: it is also
affords a fascinating insight into the spread of Lullian
influences to the areas surrounding Vienna.
Turning to BL 1691, this suite is written in a
quite different tradition; its abstract opening
movement followed by a. sequence of dances starting
with an dllemande is far nearer to the type of suite
that was written by German town musicians for
much
of the
seventeenth
century.
The
instrumentation of violin in standard tuning, two
violas and bass is found throughout the repertoire of
the German consort suite, and there are many similar
examples in the Liechtenstein collection. The parts
are labelled:
Violino Primo / Viola Prima / Viola 2^ I Bassus / Basso
Continue.

Unlike the organo part in BL 1690, the
continue part here is mostly figured. Despite the title
of'Violino Primo', there is nothing in the writing to
suggest that a second violin part originally existed. If
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Example 3b:
J. S. Cousser, La cicala delta cetra d'Eunomio (Stuttgart, 1700), Ouverture /, chaconne.
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Example 4:
Fischer, 'Partei a. 4:... La franceise' (GB-Lbt), movement openings.
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Example 5a:
J. Fischer, 'Partei a. 4 ... Author | Jeann Fischer' (GB-Lbl), Allamand.

the instrumentation gives little clue as to the identity
of the composer, we should turn to the choice of
movement sequence. The movements are as follows:
Sonatina / Allemand / Menuet / Ballet

Like the opening movement of A 780, the
sonatina of BL 1691 is a bipartite structure with an
opening common-time section followed by an
imitative triple-time section. It is not as highlywrought or as chromatic as the sonatina in A 780, but
this latter movement has a clear programmatic
element, the description of Fischer's state of
melancholy.
The choice and type of allemande'm BL 1691 is
telling. Allemandes rarely feature in suites from the
German-Lullist tradition. For example, there are none
to be found in any of the eight suites that make up
J. C. F. Fischer's Le journal du printems, and there are
none in Fischer Ill's Neu-Verfertigtes Musicalisches
Divertissement. There is a single example in TafelMusik, but even here, it is clear that this movement
and the allemande in BL 1691 belong to quite
different traditions. The openings of each movement
are shown in Example 5a-c. Four of the suites shown
earlier in Table 1 do contain an allemande. In three of
these, the strains all start with an upbeat quaver, but
in contrast, the BL 1691 allemande starts on the first
beat of the bar and uses a different type of phrase
structure. However, one of the four allemandes in
Table 1 (manuscript A 780) does start on the first beat
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of the bar. Its opening is also given in Example 5c,
and the similarity to the 1691 allemande is striking.
As a final point of comparison, Example 6
shows the semiquaver figuration in the violin part of
the vigorous second ballet movement that concludes
BL 1691. The same example also shows the violin
part from the second strain of the balletto in Fischer
IV's suite 'ad duos Chores' (A 781). Again, the
similarity between the work of Fischer IV in the
Kromen'z sources and BL 1691 is striking. Ascribing
the authorship of pieces mostly on stylistic grounds is
perhaps unwise, but there does seem little doubt here
that the 'Jeann Fischer' of the 1691 suite is not
Johann Fischer III. The evidence that I have put
forward suggests that he is the Vratislavia-based
Fischer IV, and that both BL 1690 and 1691 are the
work of the same composer.
To sum up, these two British Library suites
mirror the changes occurring during an important
time of development in the history of the German
consort suite. On the one hand, BL 1690 represents a
most interesting and successful foray into the world of
the German-Lullian suite, albeit with some
compositional techniques from another tradition. On
the other hand, BL 1691 looks back to the type of
suite that had been popular in many areas of the
German lands almost since the start of the century. It
is also telling that both appear to have written by the
same person. Both contain music of high quality. We
may not know a great deal at the moment about
Fischer IV, and this is clearly an area for further
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J. Fischer, 'Baletts a 4.| Composits in Melancholia Authoris' (CZ-KRa A 780), Allemanda.
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Violino Primo

(gfr ft (j*

Balletto

Example 6:
J. Fischer, 'Partei a. 4', Ballet, first strain; 'Balletti ad duos Chores: Authore D: Joanne Fischer' (CZ-KRa A 781), Balletto, second strain.

research; but judging from the suites that I have
discussed in this article, he is clearly a most interesting
composer who was not afraid to experiment, and
whose work deserves to be far better known.
Finally, I wish to acknowledge the help of two
people. Firstly, Peter Holman for originally alerting me
to the presence of these suites, and for his suggestions
regarding the violin part of BL 1690; secondly,
Nicholas Bell at the British Library for making these
manuscripts available to me. Both BL 1690 and 1691
will be published during the course of 2005.
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Lot 49, sold at Sotheby's on 7 December 2004. See note 23.

2

The British Library has yet to assign shelfmarks to the manuscripts.

3

4

17 RISM A/II, records 550.264.147 - 550.264.152. The CZ-KRa suites
by Fischer IV are ascribed to Fischer III.

The deposit number is 2004.35.

18 Sehnal & Pes'kova', Caroli de Liechtenstein Castelcomo, i,33.

R. Eitner, Biographisch-Bibliographisches Quellen-Lexikon der Muskier
und Musikgelehrten der Christlichen Zeitrechnung bis zur Mitte des

19 It is difficult to be certain about A 776: Vejvanovsky's copying of the

neunzehnten Jahrhunderts 11 vols. (Leipzig, 1900-4; repr. Graz,

20 'Fischer, Johann', NG2.

1959), iii, 464-5. The first two Fischers in Eitner's list did not work
in the seventeenth century.

21 A partial facsimile reproduction

J. C. F. Fischer, Le Journal du Printems, Consistant en Airs, drBaletsa
5.Parties, df

les Trompettes a plaisir (Augsburg, 1695):

ed.

H.J.Moser, DDT x (1958).

parts suffers from frequent and substantial error.
Gliixam,

(Wiener Veroffentlichungen zur Musikwissenschaft 37, Tutzing,
1999), 161. Modern edition, G. Beckmann, Das Violinspiel in
Deutschland vor 1700 (Leipzig, 1920).

5

Ibid., preface.

22 Gliixam, Die Violonskordatur, 255.

6

'Fischer, Johann', The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians,

23 Auction

7

is given in D.

Die Violonskordatur und ihre Roile in der Geschischte des Violinspieles

catalogue: Sotheby's, Music including the autograph

ed. S. Sadie and J. Tyrrell (London, 2001) [NG2], viii, 893.

manuscript of Rachmaninov's second symphony (London, 2004), 42.

Manuscript D-SW1 Mus. 1873. See RISM A/II record 240.001.590

The lot also includes music by J. C. Bach and Haydn. I have not

generated on-line at www.nisc.com.

given these other items any more than a cursory examination, but the

8

'Fischer, Johann', NG2.

anonymous 'Cantzon a 5' in the same lot would appear to be from a

9

Musicalisch Divertisessment (Dresden, 1699-1700) is not included in
this list as it is for two treble instruments without bass.

much earlier date.
24 C. B. Schmidt, 'Manuscript Sources for the Music of Jean-Baptiste

10 B. Wojickowna, 'Johann Fischer von Augsburg (1646-1721) als

Lull/ in Notes 44/1 (September 1987), 15. Sehnal & Pes'kova,

Suitenkomponist ZeitschriftfiirMusikwissenschaft, v (1922-3), 129-56.
11 D. Wilson (trans. & ed.), Georg Muffat on Performance Practice

being by Ebner.

(Bloomington,2001), 15.

Caroli de Liechtenstein Castelcorno, i, entry 186, still list the work as
25 The relationship between these two manuscripts is discussed in

12 J. S. Cousser, Composition de musique (Stuttgart, 1682).

Micahel Robertson, 'The consort suite in the German-speaking

13 E. H. Meyer, Die mehrstimmige Spielmusik des 17. Jahrhunderts in

lands: 1660-1705' (PhD University of Leeds, 2004), 19. Lully's
authorship has not been recognised in Sehnal & Peskova, Caroli de

Nord- undMitteleuropa (Heidelberger Studien zur Musikwissenschaft
ii, Kassel, 1934), 203-4.
14 This and the following information regarding the collection is taken

Liechtenstein Castelcorno.
26 Sehnal & Pes'kova, Caroli de Liechtenstein Castelcomo ii, entries 858

from J. Sehnal & J. Peskova, Caroli de Liechtenstein Castelcorno

and 880.

episcopi Olumucensis operum artis musicae collectio Cremsirii reservata 2

handwriting in the two manuscripts.

vols. (Artis Musicse Antiquioris Catalogorum v, Prague, 1998),
i,introduction.

These entries fail to comment on the similarity of the

27 For a more detailed discussion of movement linking, see Robertson,
'The consort suite'.

15 Ibid.
16 Peter Holman has suggested that 'N1 stands for 'nomen', which was
commonly used when a name was unknown or unspecified. If this is
the case, Vejvanovsky and Fischer may not have had a common
aquaintance in the way that I have suggested. However, I feel that
there would have been little point in Vejvanovsky writing 'apud N' if
he had not known the owner of the house. It was equally common for
an initial, or initials, to be used as identification, especially when
writing of friends or aquaintances.
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Centre for Research into
Historically-Informed Performance
at Cardiff University
Cardiff University's School of Music has recently established a Centre for Research
into Historically-Informed Performance (CRHIP), in order to enhance its current
international reputation in performance research. The Centre will provide the
equivalent of a 'well-found laboratory' for research into issues of performance
practice and performance studies and will be the first of its kind in Wales.
One major aspect of the Centre's work will involve
encouraging undergraduate and postgraduate
students to experiment with and perform on
reproduction 'period' musical instruments, for these
provide the researcher's laboratory apparatus for
applying historical theory and the results of
performance analysis to actual practice (in terms of
technique, interpretation and style). CRHIP's other
principal role will focus on the significance of early
recordings (sound and video) as primary sources for
scholarly and practical investigation, not only as
historical documents that preserve the performances
of Elgar, Rachmaninov, Stravinsky and other such
composers, as well as the performance practices/styles
of the musicians with whom they worked, but also as
primary materials that establish a context in which to
understand printed and manuscript sources - notably
theoretical instruction in treatises, musical notation
and their realisation in practice - and shed new light
on nineteenth-century performance.
Science Research Investment Funding (SRIF2)
to the tune of £140K has secured accommodation
and equipment for the Centre, which should
commence its work in the autumn of 2005. Purchases
have included a reproduction fortepiano after Stein,
an early Haydn symphony orchestra of period
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instruments, and specialist audio/video and
computing equipment designed both to facilitate the
study of early recordings (original 78rpm records and
re-mastered recordings on tape and CD) and to assist
in the provision of vital analytical data concerning
various performance practices (e.g. tempo variation
tempo rubato, and the treatment of rhythm, the use
of vibrato, and the employment of portamento by
string players).
'CRHIP will
enhance
the
School's
international reputation as a centre for performance
study and scholarship', said the Centre's director,
Professor Robin Stowell, who is also Head of School.
'It will also offer staff, students and other researchers
in the field important enabling facilities to extract
issues of practice from principle, and principle from
practice,' he added. 'It will provide us with a
laboratory for critical analysis of performance
techniques and styles in early recordings as well as for
experiment with period instruments and the
application of historical techniques and styles to
performance. CRHIP should open up many avenues
for original individual work, attract prospective
postgraduate students and support young researchers,
particularly those enrolled in the School's recently
validated PhD programme in performance.'

Auction of music books from
Shirburn Castle, Oxfordshire
The library of the ninth Earl of Macclesfield, the Rt Hon Richard Parker is being
auctioned at Sotheby's after a family dispute, which has forced him to leave
Shirburn Castle in Oxfordshire. The 20,000-volume library is being dispersed in
several different auctions according to the types of books in the collections. The
most notable item in the library, the fourteenth-century Macclesfield Psalter
(unknown until Sotheby's catalogued the collection for sale in 2003), was first sold
to the Paul Getty Museum in Los Angeles in June of last year. The government
placed the Psalter under a temporary export ban, during which time 1.7 million
pounds were raised to purchase it for the Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge.
The library also contains a significant collection of
music books, which are to be auctioned on 14 April
2005. The collection comprises primarily books on
music theory and instruction, though there are three
notable editions of printed music: Thomas Greeting's
The Pleasant Companion (2nd edition, 1673), and both
volumes of Purcell's Orpehus Britannicus. Included
amongst the books on theory and instruction are
Heinrich Glarean's Dodekachordon (Basel, 1547);
Thomas Morely's A Plains and Easie Introduction to
Practical! Musicke (London, 1597); John Dowland's
Andreas Ornithoparcus His Micrologus, or Introduction:
containing the art of singing, digested (London, 1609);
Marin Mersenne's Les preludes de I'harmonie universelle
(Paris, 1634) and Harmonie universelle (Paris, 163637); William Holder's A treatise of the natural grounds,
and principles of harmony (London, 1694); and
Galliard's translation of Tosi's Observations on the
Florid Song (London, 1742). Several of the books in
the collection are expected to bring upwards of
£10,000; the copy of Franchino Garrurio's De
harmonia musicorum instrumentorum opus (Milan,
1518), is a second edition of the famous humanist

musical treatise, and contains copious annotations in
at least three different English hands of the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries.
Both Glarean's
Dodekachordon and Mersenne's Harmonie Universelle are
expected to fetch similar prices. Those with more
restricted budgets may wish to consider copies of
Thomas Salmon's An Essay to the advancement ofmusick
(London, 1672), and A proposal to Perform Mustek, in
perfect and mathematicalproportions (London, 1688) or
Christopher Simpson's A Compendium of Practical
Mustek ... together with lessons for viols, ejrc, the third
edition (London, 1678), each of which is likely to go
for a more modest £200-£300.

The bulk of the library was established under
the first three Earls of Macclesfield, Thomas Parker
(1667-1732) a lawyer and Lord Chancellor during
the reign of George I, his son, George Parker (16971764) president of the Royal Society from 1752 to his
death, and his grandson, Thomas Parker (d. 1795) a
member of the Royal Society and MP for
Oxfordshire.
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